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KNOWLEDGE (THE) 

What is Knowledge ?


Also named “Universal Knowledge”, it forms an illimited ensemble of data, objective 
and factual information,  holded by our unconscious and subconscious. This data is 
collected in the environment by our Superconsciousness, to be returned to our 
consciousness, depending on our needs. It thereafter represents a fabulous 
knowledge library.


This Knowledge is spreaded in the form of light particles forming an energy field, 
that the physicians have called “the Universe’s Unified field”. The man literally baths 
in this fundamental energy, composed of information particles.


This unified field contains all the Knowledge and stays from far, the most reliable and 
fascinating source of information to which the human being can have access to !


Knowledge acquires itself through our five senses, through the observation of our 
environment, through learning and the assimilation of our experiences. To this end, 
we must manage to establish the links between phenomenons and facts, therefore 
to understand the causes and effects of a situation.


Its quest requires intelligence, culture, knowledge, experience at the same time as 
instinct, intuition and discernment.


We can say that Knowledge is the true human being’s consciousness to dispose of 
his own existence in order to discern the value and the range of his actions in his 
everyday life.


When it is assimilated in an optimum way by the individual, it authorises his 
consciousness to grow, open itself, evolve and to detect objectivity in the 
experience. The practice of a knowledge then becomes a learning and the 
experiences’ results depend on the ability that the individual possesses in calling 
himself into question. Knowledge then becomes the engine of our Evolution.


If our consciousness could embrace all the information coming from the Universe’s 
unified field, of our world, of the macrocosm, of the microcosm, of history and 
science…, the human being would possess all Knowledge. He would know 
everything about everything, he would know everything that is going on wherever it 
is happening, whenever and anyhow.
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He would find himself in a superior consciousness state, the one of the Supreme 
Being or of the Creator.


Nevertheless, an alone individual can not possess all of Knowledge, as his brain is 
incapable of containing all of the data gathered in the Universe. However, he can 
have access to a piece of this Knowledge, as it is engraved in his DNA.


Knowledge starts to become experimental when two Souls unite themselves in this 
aim.


Esotericism calls this fusion between two Souls : the sacred or tantric wedding, that 
represents the union of opposites bringing a DNA’s transfer through an interior 
alchemy. This one then through resonance, projects itself in mirror in the couple. But 
that has absolutely nothing to do with any philosophy focalised on a sexual practice.


Knowledge is therefore truly accessible only by a group of individuals determined to 
put all of their energy into this quest.


When such a group forms itself and that its participants start to gather knowledge, 
intuition and information, their consciousness grows and evolves.


When people work together and share information, they become the equivalent of a 
4th density Being. As a 4th density Being possesses a consciousness, an 
intelligence and an incredible intuition. No human being, even by working very hard 
and as intelligent as he can be, can assimilate individually as much information and 
increase as much his consciousness compared to a 4th density’s dimension’s Being.


But most of the people can not receive Knowledge because they are too frightened 
to call their every day habits into question. They prefer to stay attached to their 
illusory beliefs, their routine comfort as habits provide them a semblance of security.


Knowledge is only accessible through the Angel or “Superconsciousness”, that 
composes itself of three successive information fields : consciousness, unconscious 
and subconscious, permanently connected to the Universe’s Information field.


So through our quest, the more we acquire Knowledge, the more we approach of an 
objective consciousness of our reality and of Truth.
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